Using kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, we simulate reconnection conditions appropriate for the magnetosheath and solar wind, i.e., plasma beta (ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure) greater than 1 and low magnetic shear (strong guide field). Changing the simulation domain size, we find that the ion response varies greatly. For reconnecting regions with scales comparable to the ion Larmor radius, the ions do not respond to the reconnection dynamics leading to "electron-only" reconnection with very large quasi-steady reconnection rates. The transition to more traditional "ion-coupled" reconnection is gradual as the reconnection domain size increases, with the ions becoming frozen-in in the exhaust when the magnetic island width in the normal direction reaches many ion inertial lengths. During this transition, the quasi-steady reconnection rate decreases until the ions are fully coupled, ultimately reaching an asymptotic value. The scaling of the ion outflow velocity with exhaust width during this electron-only to ion-coupled transition is found to be consistent with a theoretical model of a newly reconnected field line. In order to have a fully frozen-in ion exhaust with ion flows comparable to the reconnection Alfvén speed, an exhaust width of at least several ion inertial lengths is needed. In turbulent systems with reconnection occurring between magnetic bubbles associated with fluctuations, using geometric arguments we estimate that fully ion-coupled reconnection requires magnetic bubble length scales of at least several tens of ion inertial lengths.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is a magnetic energy release process that plays a fundamentally important role in laboratory, space, and astrophysical plasmas 1 . The role that magnetic reconnection plays in damping turbulent fluctuations in plasma has significant implications for our understanding of diverse systems such as the solar corona, the solar wind, the Earth's magnetosheath, and astrophysical accretion disks. While magnetic reconnection has been observed in the turbulent magnetosheath of the Earth 2-6 , our understanding of the role it plays in damping turbulent magnetic energy and heating the plasma is incomplete.
Two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations and Hall MHD simulations of turbulence have been used to study the statistics of reconnection, finding a large spread of reconnection rates at x-lines occurring as part of the turbulence 7, 8 . The x-lines showing robust reconnection had reconnection rates consistent with quasi-steady theories of reconnection 9 . Recently, these x-line finding techniques were applied to fully kinetic simulations of turbulence 10 , where a similar spread of reconnection rates was found. The effect of reconnection on the cascade of energy and even as a driver of the cascade has recently been the focus of significant scrutiny [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . A framework for estimating the heating due to reconnection in turbulence has been established 17 , which draws on recent studies of heating during isolated laminar reconnection [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In a low collisionality plasma, the cascade of turbulent energy from large energy containing scales to small scales raises the question as to the existence and properties of the magnetic reconnection at the smallest scales where turbulent energy is damped. At such small scales, it seems likely that reconnection may occur in a small enough region where the ions do not respond, i.e., "electron-only reconnection" occurs. In fact, recent observations of magnetic reconnection in the turbulent magnetosheath have observed magnetic reconnection occurring with no ion response 6 .
Various aspects of electron-only reconnection have been studied previously with both fluid and kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations (e.g. Refs. 22-24, and references therein). Simulation scaling studies 22, 25 found that the rate of quasi-steady reconnection is independent of the electron mass. The decoupling of electron and ion velocities, e.g., Hall physics 26,27 , was found to be a key factor in this independence. Studies of the transition from this Hall reconnection to more typical "ion-coupled reconnection" have also been performed, showing that the timescale to reconnect flux transitions from a Hall timescale to one mediated by the MHD Alfvén time 25, 28 ; note that we use the term "ion-coupled" to describe reconnection in which the ion outflow exhausts become frozen-in to the magnetic field. The transition between the Hall and MHD regimes occurred at simulation domain sizes of around 10 ion inertial lengths. Turbulence simulations driven at scales small enough so the ions are not coupled at the energy containing scale have found that in the vicinity of reconnection sites, electrons are preferentially heated in the direction parallel to the magnetic field 29 .
An important question concerning electron-only reconnection regards the limiting length scales and timescales for its existence. Magnetic reconnection in a turbulent system occurs between magnetic "bubbles" associated with the fluctuations in the magnetic field. A schematic of magnetic field lines in turbulence generated from a 2D turbulence simulation 6 is shown in Figure 1a . Two reconnecting magnetic bubbles (flux tubes in a 2D geometry) in a turbulent system are highlighted, and the approximate scale size D of a bubble is shown.
The scale D is approximately the largest length scale associated with the reconnection and plays an important role in determining the degree of ion-coupling to the reconnection. This length scale is roughly equivalent to the simulation domain size of conventional simulations of laminar reconnection. Hence, simulating different domain sizes in laminar reconnection simulations can help shed light on the degree of ion coupling to reconnection in turbulence.
Ultimately, at MHD lengths or timescales, the reconnection must eventually couple to the ions. However, previous simulations of this transition between ion-coupled and electron-only reconnection focused exclusively on the reconnection rate 28 . In addition, this study focused on low ion plasma β and anti-parallel reconnection, whereas reconnection in the solar wind or Earth's magnetosheath is often characterized by strong guide fields and plasma β ∼ 1.
The variation of important observational properties during this transition remain unknown,
i.e., the existence of frozen-in ion outflows, the ion outflow speed, and the width along the normal direction of the ion exhaust.
In this paper, we study the transition from ion-coupled to electron-only reconnection using kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of magnetic reconnection. The initial inflow conditions for the simulation are relevant for turbulent reconnection in the magnetosheath, i.e., relatively large plasma β and weak magnetic shear. We simulate varying simulation domain sizes and examine the effect on the ion response to the reconnection. We find that the transition between fully ion-coupled and electron-only reconnection is gradual, spanning nearly a factor of ten in domain size. This transition is characterized by a gradual increase in the ion outflow velocity, the ion out-of-plane current, and the degree to which the ions are frozen-in to the magnetic field. Electron-only reconnection exhibits much faster reconnection rates because the magnetic field motion is not limited by the Alfvén speed. We develop a simplistic model for a newly reconnected field line which accurately predicts the scaling of peak ion outflows with domain size. A key finding is that the ion outflow velocity is largely controlled by the exhaust width along the current sheet normal direction.
We then explore the implications of our findings. First, the relationship between exhaust width and ion response gives specific predictions for both ion outflow speeds and ion outof-plane current that can be compared with observations. Second, we examine how the properties of turbulence impact the degree of ion coupling in the resultant reconnection.
Note that a terminology issue arises in the simultaneous analysis of laminar reconnection simulations and reconnection as an element of turbulence. The magnetic flux structures currently undergoing reconnection have been variously called "magnetic flux bundles" 22 , "unreconnected magnetic islands" 30 , and possibly other names. The flux structures consisting of already reconnection magnetic field lines have been called "magnetic islands", "reconnected magnetic islands", "magnetic bubbles", as well as "plasmoids". To avoid confusion here, we will use the term "magnetic bubbles" to describe magnetic flux structures currently undergoing reconnection and "magnetic islands" for flux structures composed of already reconnected magnetic field. We emphasize that the use of the term "bubble" does not imply that the reconnection structures are small. In our usage a "bubble" could have a diameter of thousands of ion inertial lengths.
Section II describes the simulations performed in this study. In section III, the simulation results and analyses are presented and the model for ion outflows is described. Section IV discusses the implications for observational signatures of reconnection. Section V discusses how our findings impact our understanding of ion coupling to reconnection in turbulence.
Finally, in Section VI we review and discuss our scientific results.
II. SIMULATIONS
To study the physics of small-scale magnetic reconnection relevant to the turbulent magnetosheath (plasma β 1 and large guide field), we have performed 6 different simulations described in Table I using the multi-parallel particle-in-cell (PIC) code P3D and grid scale ∆.
The simulations are initialized with two current sheets, with the magnetic field along x
, where w 0 is the half-width of the initial current sheets and B up is the inflowing reconnecting magnetic field.
n up is the density outside the current sheets and the density is varied to maintain total pressure balance. A small local magnetic perturbation is added to start the reconnection, and the initial currents are due solely to electron flows. Run A, B, C, D, and E have 6000 particles per grid (ppg) in the regions outside the current sheets, while Run F has 1500 ppg. The lower ppg for run F was necessary to prevent the simulations from being too computationally expensive. Temperatures are initially uniform and there is also an initial uniform large guide field B z = B g . Parameters for the simulations are shown in Table I .
The inflow conditions are similar to Phan et al. 6 . Note that because B up = 1 and n up = 1, velocities and reconnection rates are normalized to the inflowing Alfvén speed c Aup . Lastly, the simulation sizes of Run A through F are notated interchangeably by their domain sizes:
2.5d i , 5d i , 10d i , 20d i , 40d i , and 80d i . The domain sizes are used where the use of length scales are deemed instructive.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An overview of the reconnection simulations are shown in Figure 2 ; the left column is the smallest simulation domain (Run A) and the right column is Run E.
The larger simulation exhibits standard ion-coupled reconnection ( B z perturbation that extends beyond the current sheet, negligible ion outflow, and electron outflows peaked near the separatrices. Due to the lack of ion response, we follow Phan et al. 6 and call this "electron-only" reconnection. The B z perturbation which fills the inflowing region in this reconnection is generated in part by the electron inflow which by necessity is a current.
Shown in Figure 2g ,h are cuts of the outflow velocities along the midplane (y = 0) simulation (Run E) is shown in Figure 3a . The reconnection rate rises and asymptotes to a value drawn by the horizontal black line in Figure 3a . The effect of system size on the quasisteady value is shown in Figure 3b . As the simulation domain is increased from the smallest size, initially the quasi-steady reconnection rate decreases, an effect which has been found in previous hybrid 28 and kinetic PIC simulation studies 32 . Both of these studies determined that for smaller system sizes, whistler physics, as opposed to MHD, was controlling the reconnection rate. For larger systems, the reconnection rate stabilizes to a value consistent with previous reconnection scaling studies 33, 34 .
An important aspect of the transition between ion-coupled and electron-only reconnection that has not been previously addressed is the onset of ion flows. Clearly, as reconnection proceeds, and if the reconnection geometry extends to scales much greater than the ion Larmor radius, the ions will fully couple as in Run E and F. However, is this transition sudden or does it gradually occur? What controls the onset? To address these questions, we study the ion flow properties as the system size is increased.
To characterize these ion flows, we begin with a cut along x of V ix at the midplane of the exhaust in Run E, an example of which is shown in Figure 2h . Note that we average 0.1(c/ω pi ) above and below the midplane and a 1d-Gaussian filter is applied with a width corresponding to 0.07(c/ω pi ). Gaussian filtering proves to be an effective tool to reduce noise 10 . The peak outflow speed along this cut at t ≈ 27Ω
is |V ix | ≈ 0.32 to the right of the x-point. The location of this peak outflow speed is also shown by the intersection of red vertical and blue horizontal line in Figure 2d . The peak outflow speed at each time is determined similarly and time evolution of this peak outflow speed is shown in Figure 4a .
The outflow speed rises in time and reaches an apex of 0.32 and descends. We choose this apex value as the characteristic outflow speed for a given system size (simulation) and plot the results for each simulation in Figure 4d . It is clear from this figure that the characteristic ion outflow speed smoothly increases with system size.
The ion outflow velocity grows with system size because the ions can only fully couple to the reconnection process when the exhaust region is significantly larger than the ion Larmor radius, which is 1.34 d i for these simulations. The maximum width of the exhaust along the normal direction can be estimated as the total magnetic island width, which is shown
for Run E in Figure 4b ; this width grows steadily in time as the reconnection proceeds.
The ion outflow does not reach its characteristic speed until the total island width is a few ion Larmor radii in width (t ≈ 27), as shown in Figure 4c . Intuitively then, the smaller simulation domains simply do not allow the magnetic island to become large enough to allow the ions to fully couple to the magnetic fields in reconnection, resulting in lower ion outflow velocities. This fact is highlighted in Figure 4e , which shows the characteristic ion outflow velocity versus the total island width for each simulation when this characteristic ion outflow speed is reached. It is clear from this figure that the transition to ion-coupled reconnection is gradual and not sudden, with the characteristic ion outflow speed smoothly increasing with system size. Further, in Figure 4f , we show the ratio of V ix and E × B drift for each simulation at its peak. As the system size increases, the characteristic ion outflow velocity catches up to the E × B drift velocity: another clear indication that the ions have fully coupled for the larger system sizes.
To understand more quantitatively the physics behind this transition from ion-coupled to electron-only reconnection, we study the physics controlling the contraction of a stronglycurved newly-reconnected field line by approximating this field line as a linear wave; note that in the limit of k d i 1 the field line is approximated as an MHD Alfvén wave. Although reconnection is a nonlinear phenomenon, this type of analysis has previously been used successfully to predict the electron outflow speed at sub-MHD length scales 32, 35, 36 and to study the propagation and damping of the Hall magnetic fields generated during reconnection 37, 38 .
It has also been used to motivate why the global reconnection rate is "fast" or independent of the dissipation mechanism and system size 33, 39 , but this conclusion has been the source of significant and ongoing controversy (e.g., Refs. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In this study we exclusively focus on using this type of model to give predictive insight into the ion reconnection exhaust velocity and we find that linear theory successfully predicts the scaling of this velocity.
The predicted ion outflow velocity is the bulk ion flow speed generated by the wave, which in the MHD limit becomes the Alfvén speed based on the inflowing plasma conditions. The wavevector k is taken to be along y with the background field B 0 = B 2 y + B 2 z , where B z is the guide field B g in Table I ; B y is chosen to be the value at the location of peak ion outflow, which is 0.18 for Run E. The angle of propagation relative to the background field is θ = tan −1 (B z /B y ) and the wave is obliquely propagating. The perturbation field is B x , which is B up in Table I ; B up = 1 for all of the simulations.
To determine the magnitude of k, we examine the width δ of the ion V x along y as shown in Figure 5a . The cut is taken at the location where the ion |V ix | is peaked to the right of the x-line in Figure 2d , which is denoted by the vertical green line. The width δ ≈ 3.3d i , which is the full width at half maximum, is converted to a wave number using k ≈ 2π 2δ
≈ 0.94d
i . Numerical solutions for the linear dispersion relation were calculated using the PLUME numerical solver 45 . For a set of equilibrium background parameters, in this work β i , T i /T e , and v th i /c, PLUME determines the normal mode frequency A cut along y is taken at the peak location of V ex (x = 1.31 in Figure 2h ). A spacecraft crossing the electron dissipation region in these two cases will see very different structures. In Figure 7c and d, we plot electron, ion, and total currents in a cut along y through the location of peak electron outflow, i.e., near the outflow edge of the electron diffusion region. This smoothed cut is located at x = 0.1 and x = 1.31 for runs
IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR RECONNECTION OBSERVATIONS
A and E, respectively. In the electron-only case, the only current comes from an electron Similar to V ix , the transition between electron-only and ion coupled J iz signature is gradual as the system size increases. In Figure 8 is shown the peak value of J iz in each simulation plotted versus system size, showing a gradual increase in J iz with system size until a plateau is reached for the largest two simulations. A cut along the mid-plane is taken and an average peak value is inferred from this cut to determine J iz . Generally, the peak value of J iz /n i in simulation normalized units is roughly half the peak value of V ix when compared with Figure 4d .
The larger scale ion current sheet causes a gradual reduction over ion scales of the reconnection magnetic field in the inflow region. The expected change in the magnetic field due to the ion current is calculated by integrating the ion current from deep in the inflow region to the center of the current sheet:
where ∆ i is the half width of the ion current sheet. For run E with ∆ i ≈ 8 ρ i , this approximation gives δB i /B r ≈ (1/4) (9.4) (0.13) ≈ 0.3. We calculate δB i /B r for each simulation by directly integrating J iz and the result is shown in Figure 8b . The magnetic perturbation gradually increases with system size but roughly asymptotes for the two largest systems at If fully developed reconnection is strongly coupled to the ions, a significant perturbation to the reconnection magnetic field would be expected at scales of several ion inertial lengths or ion Larmor radii. Note that these scales are of order 100 times larger than the thickness of the electron diffusion region for a realistic mass ratio, so a spacecraft like MMS is very unlikely to see the ion bulk flow if crossing through the electron diffusion region.
Another important insight from this study is that the width of the ion exhaust is linked to the peak outflow speed. The width of the ion exhaust is measured at the location of the peak ion velocity described in section III. In Figure 8c we plot the peak outflow velocity for each simulation compared to the exhaust width. The ion exhaust width is measured at the location of peak ion outflow velocity. The peak velocity continues to increase up to exhaust widths of order 10 d i . In Figure 8d , we plot the peak velocity normalized to the local E × B The above considerations may limit ion participation in reconnection occurring between these very small bubbles (or magnetic eddies). At the other extreme, the largest magnetic bubbles in a system are expected to be roughly the size of the turbulence correlation length, and thus the largest scale reconnection events would also occur between bubbles of this size.
Taking the threshold for minimal ion response to be ∆ ≈ d i requires a magnetic bubble diameter or correlation length of at least ten ion inertial lengths. For fully coupled ions in reconnection occurring in the largest eddies, the correlation scale should be at least several 10s of ion inertial lengths. We purposely leave these constraints somewhat vague because the transition between ion-coupled and electron-only reconnection would be expected to have some dependence on inflow parameters. These estimates are consistent with recent studies of electron-only reconnection in turbulence 48 , where the typical magnetic island size was less than 10 d i . Such reconnection would be expected to have little coupling to the ions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to study the physics controlling the transition from fully ion-coupled reconnection to electron-only, we have performed kinetic PIC simulations of magnetic reconnection with inflow conditions appropriate for the magnetosheath and the solar wind, i.e., plasma beta greater than 1 and low magnetic shear. Simulations with varying domain sizes were performed to determine their effect on the reconnection rate and the ion response to reconnection, i.e., the peak ion outflow velocity, the frozen-in nature of the outflowing ions, and the generation of an ion current along the reconnection electric field (out-of-plane direction). Larmor radius in the simulations, it is necessary to use a full Vlasov dispersion solver to determine the wave properties. We find good agreement between the ion outflow velocities predicted by the model and those observed in the reconnection simulations.
We also examine how some observational signatures of reconnection vary with the degree of ion-coupling. First, an important observational clue to the degree of ion coupling has been the existence of an ion current along the out-of-plane direction surrounding the electron current sheet. As a spacecraft approaches the center of the reconnection current sheet, therefore, the reconnection magnetic field would reduce in magnitude over two different length scales. The lack of an ion scale reduction in the field (termed δB i ) provided important evidence that the Phan et al. 6 event was electron-only reconnection. We find that the transition between electron-only and ion-coupled reconnection is characterized by a gradual increase in the ion out-of-plane current and thus δB i , with δB i ultimately reaching values of about thirty percent of the asymptotic reconnection magnetic field.
Second, the width of the ion exhaust along the current sheet normal puts significant restrictions on both the ion flow speed and the coupling of the ions. In our simulations for a domain size of about 5 ion inertial lengths, a very small but discernible ion outflow exhaust occurred with a width of about 2 ion inertial lengths. On the other hand, to achieve frozenin ion outflows required a minimum simulation domain of about 40 ion inertial lengths and a resultant exhaust width was about 8 ion inertial lengths.
Finally, the link between exhaust width and ion outflow velocity has implications for our understanding of turbulence, where turbulent fluctuations lead to reconnection between magnetic bubbles. As mentioned in the introduction, to avoid confusion we call magnetic flux structures about to undergo reconnection as "magnetic bubbles," and already reconnected magnetic flux structures as "magnetic islands." Using geometric arguments for two reconnecting magnetic bubbles, we derive a relation between the bubble radius and the maximum reconnection exhaust width. Because the exhaust width ultimately determines the degree of ion-coupling to the reconnection, this degree can be linked to magnetic bubble size.
In order to have any ion response to the reconnection, it is clear that the exhaust width must be greater than around one ion inertial length. Using our geometric relation then requires the magnetic bubble diameter to be greater than about 10 ion inertial lengths. For fully coupled ions an exhaust width 5 c/ω pi is required; thus, fully frozen-in ion exhausts would require a magnetic bubble size of at least several 10s of ion inertial lengths.
We note that there is some ambiguity associated with a threshold for "discernable" ion flows due to reconnection. To say the least, the ability to determine if a given ion flow is associated with reconnection will depend on the global conditions driving the reconnection.
A strongly turbulent system would likely have ion shear flows surrounding the reconnection site as well as significant asymmetry in inflow conditions. In our simulations we were able to discern ion outflows of around five percent of the Alfvén speed in the inflow region.
Note also that the magnetic reconnection occurring in this study is well-developed recon- 
